
Maintain
A quick and effective treatment to improve condition and 
replace lost moisture. After your hair is cleansed with our 
botanically-based Prescriptive Solutions shampoo, an 
Equilibrium deep conditioning masque is massaged 
into the hair and scalp and activated under gentle heat. 
Moisture Repair is applied to seal the cuticle, leaving 
beautifully nourished hair.

Energise
Our Energise treatment reverses the effects of 
environment, pollution and product build-up. First, the 
hair is protected by replacing the natural oils on the mid-
lengths and ends. Absolute deep cleansing treatment 
is applied to purify the hair. The treatment is completed 
with Instant Restructrant to leave the hair refreshed, 
cleansed and balanced.

Blissful Body
The perfect treatment for fine hair to create volume and 
body. The hair is gently cleansed before a body building 
and strengthening Protein Complex is applied to the 
root area and processed under gentle heat. Instant 
Restructrant treatment is applied for weightless 
conditioning. Volume spray is applied for styling.

Soften
The ultimate treatment for soft, lustrous hair! A pre-
shampoo treatment is applied to protect your mid-
lengths and ends to replace the hairs natural oils and 
processed under gentle heat. The hair is then thoroughly 
cleansed before being balanced and strengthened with 
botanically based Protein Complex. Equilibrium, a 
deep conditioning masque, is massaged into the hair 
and scalp to complete this luxurious treatment service.

TREATMENT 
MENU

Your Stylist is happy to recommend the appropriate De Lorenzo home 
hair care to maintain beautiful, healthy hair in between salon visits.

Our extensive Treatment Menu is 

designed to provide for every hair 

type’s need, by addressing the 

‘Four Natural Balances’™. Protein, 

Moisture, Natural Oils and pH Balance. 

The key’s to beautiful healthy hair!  

We use De Lorenzo Essential 

Treatments, a luxurious range of 

specialised treatment products 

that revitalise, repair, hydrate and 

strengthen. They are derived from 

organic plant oils and pure botanical 

extracts and are enriched with Vitamin 

C, Essential Fatty Acids, Omega 3 

and 6, UV protectants and colour 

stabilising extracts.

De Lorenzo products do not contain 

parabens or petrochemicals, are 

not tested on animals and are 

Vegan certified.
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